Publish in ASTM’s technical books program!
Combine your technical expertise with the experience and reputation of ASTM International’s publication services.


We invite authors to submit their proposals. Each proposal is given full consideration by our publishing leadership. Proposals should address the following:

**Proposed Title:** Suggest a succinct title of no more than eight words. This ensures legibility in cover thumbnails online.

**Authorship:** What are your qualifications on this topic?

**Author or Editor:** Will you write the book, or will you be the editor soliciting contributed chapters from other experts?

**Scope:** What is the topic, purpose, and uniqueness of the proposed publication?

**Table of Contents:** What topics will be covered, how will they be organized, and who, if not yourself, will prepare the chapters?

**Schedule:** What are your estimated start and completion dates?

**Manuscript Details:** How many double-spaced pages, tables, line drawings, and photographs to you estimate? Will color be necessary? If so, how many figures will need to be produced in color?

**Special Features and Formats:** Are there any special format or production needs essential for the project? Extensive mathematical equations? Color? Inclusion of software? Videos? Checklists? Other? Will the book be most useful in print, as an ebook, or both?

**Market:** What is the approach or content that makes your book unique in the technical market?

**Audience:** Who is the primary audience? Who is the secondary audience?

**Strengths and Competition:** What strengths will your book have over competing titles? Provide a list of at least three competing books:

Send your book proposal or any questions to:

Todd Reitzel
Director, Books and Journals
treitzel@astm.org
610-832-9632

Your proposal will be reviewed by the chair of the most closely associated technical committee and by a representative of the Committee on Publications and will be assessed for marketability and projected costs.

If your project is approved, we will then discuss terms, publishing agreements, and scheduling.

Thank you for your interest in ASTM International’s publications. We look forward to receiving your proposal!
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